Short Diffusion Time Diffusion-Weighted Imaging With Oscillating Gradient Preparation as an Early Magnetic Resonance Imaging Biomarker for Radiation Therapy Response Monitoring in Glioblastoma: A Preclinical Feasibility Study.
To investigate a novel alternative diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) approach using oscillating gradients preparation (OGSE) to obtain much shorter effective diffusion times (Δeff) for tumor response monitoring by apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) mapping in a glioblastoma mouse model. Twenty-four BALB/c nude mice inoculated with U87 glioblastoma cells were randomized into a control group and an irradiation group, which underwent a 15-day fractioned radiation therapy (RT) course with 2 Gy/d. Therapy response was assessed by mapping of ADCs at 6 time points using an in-house implementation of a cos-OGSE DWI sequence with Δeff = 1.25 ms and compared with a standard pulsed gradient DWI protocol (PGSE) with typical clinical diffusion time Δeff = 18 ms. Longitudinal ADC changes in tumor and contralateral white matter (WM) were statistically assessed using repeated-measures analysis of variance and post hoc (Sidak) testing. On short Δeff OGSE maps tumor ADC was generally 30%-50% higher than in surrounding WM. Areas correlated well with histology. Tumor identification was generally more difficult on PGSE maps owing to nonsignificant WM/tumor contrast. During RT, OGSE maps also showed significant tumor ADC increase (approximately 15%) in response to radiation, consistently seen after 14-Gy RT dose. The clinical reference (PGSE) showed lower sensitivity to radiation changes, and no significant response across the radiation group and time course could be detected. Our short Δeff DWI method using OGSE better reflected histologically defined tumor areas and enabled more consistent and earlier detection of microstructural radiation changes than conventional methods. Oscillating gradients preparation offers significant potential as a robust microstructural RT response biomarker, potentially helping to shift important therapy decisions to earlier stages in the RT time course.